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Changed the way the Approval Amount is calculated to reflect the total impact of the contract
change to the contract. The new approval amount will be calculated by summing the
absolute value of ALL the line items included in the Supplemental Agreement. This Approval
Amount is shown on the Approval tab of the Supplemental Agreement. Approval Limits have
not changed. Pending Supplemental Agreements will recalculate when the SA is opened the
first time after the release. (SQA 18382)
Added a Notification to be sent when the "Procedures and Controls" check box in the Review
FHWA 1446B window is checked and Saved. (SQA 21157)
Added a Vegetation ICT indicator to Contract Details to mark Contracts containing the
SP01G016 special provision for Permanent Vegetation Establishment. (SQA 21173)

Added a Vegetation ICT indicator to mark contracts containing the SP01G016 special
provision for Permanent Vegetation Establishment. (SQA 21173)

Physical Division is now editable by users with the proper security. (SQA 21116)
Removed an error message advising that "The Data window does not have UPDATE
capability" when it actually did. (SQA 21128)
Added a Vegetation ICT indicator to mark contracts containing the SP01G016 special
provision for Permanent Vegetation Establishment. (SQA 21173)

Changed the way the Approval Amount is calculated to reflect the total impact of the contract
change to the contract. The new approval amount will be calculated by summing the
absolute value of ALL the line items included in the Supplemental Agreement. This Approval
Amount is shown on the Approval tab of the Supplemental Agreement. Approval Limits have
not changed. Pending Supplemental Agreements will recalculate when the SA is opened the
first time after the release. (SQA 18382)
Removed the Controlling Operation Date Fields. (SQA 20964)
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Added Line Item verification on Supplemental Agreement revisions. (SQA 12260)
Added a check to be sure that if Fuel or AC adjustment is checked as part of the Line Item
Verification, the corresponding Base Price is entered. (SQA 12294)
Moved the Unit Of Measure selection for Generic Line Items from a pop-up window to a drop
down list within the inserted Line Item itself. (SQA 12427 & 20984)
Reconfigured the FHWA Authorized Representative field to use the staff selection window
instead of being typed in. (SQA 20982)
A Save As can now be done after a Supplemental Agreement has been set to FHWA
Non-Concurrence. This allows modification of the existing Supplemental Agreement. (SQA
18383)
Corrected the functioning of the Save As action to carry forward the Approval Amount. (SQA
19114)
Updated the History tab to eliminate duplicate and extraneous History records from being
created. As part of this Update, multiple instances of and unnecessary existing History
records have been deleted. (SQA 11316, 14464, & 21174)
Corrected the Notification sent when a Supplemental Agreement is set to Contractor
Non-Concurrence to reflect that status instead of stating that the SA had been denied. (SQA
15629)
Corrected the error message that appears when an Availability Date is missing for an overall
Contract Time with a floating Availability Date. (SQA 18611)

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE: Made section number a required field (SQA 21104)
STRUCTURAL STEEL: Made section number a required field (SQA 21104)

Updated the Contract Number field to allow entry of two alpha characters. (SQA 21050)

Corrected the functioning of the window so that it no longer fails when Minimum Sampling
Guide required certifications are grouped incorrectly. (SQA 21139)

Corrected the calculation of Non Compliance Unit Price used to determine the Non
Compliance amount. (SQA 21128)
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Updated the Contract Number field to recognize a Contract Number that is typed in instead
of requiring it to be selected from the Contract Selection window. (SQA 21126)
Updated the Notification so that it is specific to Box Type. (SQA 21126)

Added a Notification to be sent when the "Procedures and Controls" check box is checked
and Saved. (SQA 21157)

Reduced the number of required fields for saving a new AMD to allow better tracking of the
receipt, review and approval of Asphalt Mix Designs and Job Mix Formulas (SQA 21056)

Removed the Contract Number and Data Assigned fields from the Concrete Mix Design
selection window for the Review Mixes and Assign Mixes functions. The date still displays in
the Assign Mixes window. (SQA 21137)

Updated the functioning of the M&T Assessment Programs tab to allow Saves when the
Assessment Technician has a middle initial. (SQA 21088)

Updated the module so that users can now updated the QA Supervisor on the Facility Type
window. (SQA 21151)
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